
With the Simply Satisfied Guarantee™

Program, your satisfaction CooperVision’s 
guarantee. If you aren’t 100% happy, you 

will be able to get a full refund.9,10

You can feel good knowing MyDay® lenses‡ are 
net plastic neutral. For every MyDay® contact 

lens sold in the U.S., CooperVision partners with 
Plastic Bank® to collect and convert an equal 

amount§ of plastic through their global network.11

With the highly innovative breakthrough 
technologies of MyDay® contact lenses.

There’s a 1-day lens for you in the 
high-performing MyDay® family. 

MVP OF 
YOUR DAY. 
EVERY DAY. 

ALL COMFORT. 
ALL PERFORMANCE. 
ALL DAY. 

MyDay® Sustainability

No risk in trying. 

* Warning: UV-absorbing contact lenses are not substitutes for protective UV-absorbing eyewear, such as 
UV-absorbing goggles or sunglasses, because they do not completely cover the eye and surrounding area. 
Patients should continue to use UV-absorbing eyewear as directed.
1. CVI data on file, 2013, 2015 & 2017. MyDay® clinical studies 1-week DW compared to 1-DAY 
ACUVUE® MOIST, DAILIES TOTAL1® and ACUVUE® OASYS 1-Day.
2. CVI data on file 2023. Based on prescription option combinations from available published sources 
(sph, cyl, axis, ADD) available across all daily disposable so� lenses in sph, toric and MF from CVI, JJV, B+L 
and Alcon in the U.S., July 2023. Cosmetic CLs not included. Multiple base curve variants not included.

‡ MyDay daily disposable is defined as orders and includes MyDay Energys, MyDay daily 
disposable, MyDay daily disposable toric and MyDay daily disposable multifocal products sold and 
distributed by CooperVision in the US. 
§Amount is defined as weight. Net plastic neutrality is established by purchasing credits from 
Plastic Bank. A credit represents the collection and conversion of one kilogram of plastic that may 
reach or be destined for waterways. CooperVision purchases credits equal to the weight of plastic 
in MyDay daily disposable orders in a specified time period. MyDay daily disposable plastic is 
determined by the weight of plastic in the blister, the lens, and the secondary package, including 
laminates, adhesives, and auxiliary inputs (e.g. ink).     
9. Opened boxes must be returned within 100 days from the date of purchase with at least one 
unopened contact lens blister per box. O£er not valid in conjunction with a product rebate. For 
complete details, please see the Terms and Conditions on the Patient Reimbursement Form. 
10. Available on any Biofinity®, clariti® 1 day, MiSight® 1 day or MyDay® contact lenses.
11. CVI data on file 2022
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MyDay® lenses are made with Aquaform® Technology 
which locks in water so you can have incredible comfort 
all day long. Plus, it helps your eyes stay clear and white 
by delivering the oxygen your eyes need.1

Unsurpassed comfort1

Whether you’re nearsighted, farsighted, presbyopic, have 
astigmatism, or experience digital eye strain, MyDay®

lenses are made with innovative technology and designs to 
help power your vision and make the most of your day. 

Innovative lens technologies 

With the most prescription options of any 1-day 
lens2, there’s a lens to fit your vision needs and your 
prescription in the MyDay® family.

Unmatched range of prescriptions 

With MyDay® 1-day contact lenses, you get the convenience 
of a fresh pair every day. That means no routine cleaning and 
no storage cases. Perfect for when you’re on-the-go.

Convenient choice

Helps block the sun’s harmful rays with UV blocker that 
supports ocular health*

UV Blocker




